Characterization of the tryptophan-derived quinone cofactor of methylamine dehydrogenase by resonance Raman spectroscopy.
The resonance Raman (RR) spectrum of oxidized methylamine dehydrogenase (MADHOX) exhibits a set of C-H, C-C, C = C, and C = O vibrational modes between 900 and 1700 cm-1 that are characteristic of the quinone moiety of the tryptophan tryptophlyquinone (TTQ) cofactor. The close similarity of the RR spectra for MADHs from Paracoccus denitrificans (Pd), Thiobacillus versutus (Tv), and bacterium W3A1 proves that the same cofactor is present in all three proteins. The MADHs from Pd and Tv have a v(C = O) mode at approximately 1625 cm-1 that shifts approximately 20 cm-1 upon 18O substitution of one of the carbonyl oxygens and is assigned to the in-phase symmetric stretch of the two C = O groups. The semiquinone form of Pd MADH has its own characteristic RR spectrum with altered peak frequencies and intensities as well as a decrease in the total number of peaks. The hydroxide and ammonia adducts of MADHOX produce RR spectra similar to that of the semiquinone. The spectral changes in all three cases are interpreted as being due to reduced conjugation of the cofactor. The ammonia adduct is formulated as a carbinolamine, a likely intermediate in the enzymatic mechanism. In contrast, formation of the electron-transfer complex between amicyanin and MADHOX has no effect on the vibrational frequencies (and, hence, structure) of either the MADH quinone or the amicyanin blue copper site. The behavior of the TTQ cofactors of Pd and Tv MADHs are very similar to one another and somewhat different from W3A1 MADH, particularly with regard to adduct formation and ability to undergo isotope exchange with solvent. These differences are ascribed to the cofactor environments within the proteins rather than to the structure of the cofactor itself.